FedRAMP
Program Launch

FedRAMP Program Launch
DEMYSTIFY FEDERAL COMPLIANCE AND UNLOCK NEW BUSINESS Companies must demonstrate
FedRAMP compliance to offer their products and services to the US government. The process
can feel daunting to commercial companies pressured to maintain business velocity.
Program Approach

Program Milestones

Achieving FedRAMP
authorization requires
significant effort and
validates that your
system has met one of
the highest standards
for security, and
unlocks sales to the US
Government and other
third party partners
looking to create a
secure system of systems
offering.

ScaleSec proposes milestones
to measure completion of the
FedRAMP process, including
but not limited to:

At ScaleSec we

FedRAMP touches nearly every
aspect of your business. Many
variables influence the effort
required to prepare a system
for audit and authorization.
From Day One, our ScaleSec
specialists begin architecture,
controls, and documentation
reviews. Concurrently, our
project manager begins
aligning quality, schedule,
cost, and scope with your
expectations.
Our project manager is your
point person throughout
the system preparation and
documentation acting as
the liaison between teams
to unblock issues, smooth
processes, and maintain
schedules with:
ϭϭ Daily stand-ups, 2-week
scrums
ϭϭ Defined deliverables /
milestones
ϭϭ Iterative updates at a
frequency you desire
ϭϭ Optional interface with
government sponsors

1. Completion of gap analysis
for the FedRAMP Readines
Assessment Report

specialize in helping

2. Design and engineering
support for your
FedRAMP-compliant SaaS
environment

security and compliance

3. Platform is approved
by the FedRAMP PMO,
“FedRAMPReady”

professionals with years

4. Documentation package
is submitted to the 3PAO for
assessment
5. Your platform has received
a PATO or ATO from the
FedRAMP PMO/sponsoring
agency

customers meet the
most demanding cloud
objectives. We are
seasoned, certified
of security experience in
the trenches.
We know the challenges
your teams face, and
the proven solutions to
unblock them.

Get in touch at 619-SCALE15 or info@scalesec.com
CLOUD. SECURITY. COMPLIANCE. AUTOMATION.

